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What the late Barbara Marx Hubbard reminded us 17 years ago became one of the 
two most important efforts to which I’ve been dedicating my work, ever since. The 
other one is working for transformative education that is a key to our passing the 
chasm to a wiser society. 

It started already in the 1960’s when, as a student revolutionary, I was hell-bent on 
changing the world. Over the years, that energy got refined and its manifestations 
changed with my growing interest in how the world is already changing.

It started already in the 1960’s when, as a student revolutionary , I was bent on 
changing the world. [smile] Over the years, that energy didn’t get lost but 
transformed, its manifestations changed.
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Was Lao Tzu preaching passivity in our relationship to the world? I don’t think so! The 
key to understanding his message is in the last sentence “If you treat it like an object, 
you'll lose it..” An alternative to treating the world as an object came in an email this 
morning from Gail Taylor, a fellow presenter at Humanity Rising.
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An alternative to treating the world as an object came in an email this morning from 
Gail Taylor, a fellow presenter at Humanity Rising. Gail’s email came in response to a 
message I sent yesterday to some of the presenters I know, asking them about their 
thoughts about the subject of my talk. She quoted Marilyn Hamilton, a common 
friend of ours, who is also a presenter here.

Let’s explore what “scaffolding the communication corridors” may mean in the 
context of social movements. But first, let’s look at their topological map.
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What you see here is, like any topological map, just a diagram that has been 
simplified and a lot of details have been removed. It lacks scale and proper 
proportions. Let’s take a closer look at one of the sector-specific movements, the 
transformative learning. One of the many projects operating in that space is Campus 
Co-Evolve, our virtual university for evolutionary agents. Its collaborative learning 
journeys are prototypes for combining transformative learning with Action Research 
for Transformation (or ART, for short). Our ART approach was inspired by the ART 
concept developed by Hilary Bradbury, the founder of the “Action Research Plus” and 
my Generative Action Research methodology, described in the paper:  
https://www.academia.edu/33749187/On_the_Verge_of_Collective_Awakening .
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Here you see a different view of the same map. As the circles expand, so do the 
scope and complexity of the challenges that they need to address. On the next slide, 
you will see yet another visualization for how networks may spawn communities of 
practice and, scaling sideways and constellating, how they may become systems of 
influence.  
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Sector-specific movements can play a distinctive role in our long march for a 
conscious society. They are addressing the need for reimagining and regenerating 
specific social institutions. When they realize the interdependence of the sectors and 
engage in transcontextual mutual learning, then their systems of influence may co-
generate a societal phase shift. Let’s look at an example of the sector-specific 
movement ecosystems on the next slide — the one of transformative adult 
education. 
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Why is this only a potential ecosystem? What is missing from this picture? It does 
show a small selection of providers of transformative adult education but the bigger 
part of the ecosystem is not portrayed here. That is the myriads of people seeking 
support to develop themselves in ways that also serve their communities and the 
world. The other reason why this ecosystem is only potential is because in an actual 
ecosystem the niches are connected and supporting each other and the whole. We 
need multi-stakeholder learning platforms to to catalyse the ecosystem of 
transformative learning. This is one of the projects that we’re working at Campus Co-
Evolve, the educational arm of the FUTURE HOW Center of  Action Research for 
Evolutionary Emergence.
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Another of the HR presenters, Rama Mani, wrote me in an email, this morning: “How 
could we incorporate & embed a field of collective intelligence within Humanity 
Rising, so that we are weaving a new collective web & can see the emerging whole 
that is more than the sum of the parts of our brilliant but individual & separate 
presentations & solutions? Is there a way you & your co-speakers might partner with 
Humanity Rising to offer this skill so that we can really harvest the full scope of all 
that’s offered in these crucial times thanks to the Humanity Rising platform?”

Well, if the enabling conditions show up, I’d be thrilled by collaborating with D.C. 
Wahl on combining his regenerative wisdom with my concept for supporting the 
emergence of the Humanity Rising movement’s Self-Organizing Collective 
Intelligence. (I introduced the first  version of that concept in my “Using biomimicry 
to design knowledge gardens for commons and inter-commons collaboration: a 
participatory action research” session at the conference of the International Society 
for the Study of the Commons, Hyderabad, 2011.)
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